Abstract. To solve the limited vibration consumption of the traditional tubular damping structure (TTDS), the tubular transition layer damping structure (TTLDS) is proposed; Based on viscoelastic materials and theories of thin cylindrical shells, the governing equation, the first order matrix differential equation describing vibration of TTLDS under harmonic excitation, is derived by considering the interaction between all layers and the dissipation caused by the shear deformation for transition layer and damping layer. By using the extended homogeneous capacity precision integration method to solve the control equation, a semi-analytical method for studying the vibration and damping characteristics of TTLDS is given. By way of comparison, the correctness of the method provided in paper is verified. At last, the influence of thickness, material and location of transition layer on damping effect is analyzed. The results show that the change for the thickness or material of the transition layer can make the structural damping effect change greatly, while the change for location of the transition layer plays only a few roles on the structural damping effect.
Introduction
The Tubular structure has a good carrying capacity and can meet those requirements not only with enough stiffness and strength but also with a lighter weight. It is widely used in aerospace engineering, marine and offshore engineering, civil construction, machinery equipment and nuclear industry fields. During its use, the tubular structure produces resonance and instability under the effect of the vibration, shock, wind load, seismic and other dynamic load, which leads to failure of the equipment or facilities and damage of property or people. To avoid the disadvantages mentioned above, the tubular structure can be treated by adding damping layer and constrained layer on its body to form traditional tubular damping structure (TTDS).
Many scholars have studied the damping effect of this damping structure: M. G. Sainsbury [1] analyzed the tubular damping structure which covered constrained layer partially through FEM and discussed the influence of different covering location on damping effect by using modal energy density map. Yu Xiang et al. [2] analyzed the vibration of PCLD tubular structure through a new matrix method, which covered damping layer partially, and discussed the frequency response for changing the coverage percentage and location of PCLD. Xiong-tao Cao et al. [3] studied the free vibration characteristics of passive tubular damping structure and solved the vibration equation of PCLD tubular structure simply supported at both ends by using wave propagation method. Cheng-feng Liu et al. [4] conducted topological optimization analysis and experimental research on the tubular damping structure by using evolutionary structural optimization; Being aimed at the vibration characteristics, Hui-rong Shi et al. [5] gave the local tubular damping structure model, analyzed the vibration characteristics and optimized it; Tai-hong Chen et al. [6] analyzed the damping effect of aluminum tube with a constrained damping layer by using layer by layer displacement theory. They compared the natural frequency, modal loss factor and frequency response of the damping tube with the original one and drew the conclusion that the constrained damping tubular structure could reduce vibration effectively. Based on the theory of Flügge shell, Mei-xia Chen et al. [7] established mathematical model of multi-cabin reinforcement tubular damping structure on arbitrary boundary conditions and studied its natural vibration and frequency response characteristics. Aimed at isolating the inner machinery vibration question of tubular structure, Xiao-le Wang et al. [8] gave an analytical fluctuation model for isolation vibration system of tubular damping structure and verified its effectiveness through FEM. Although traditional tubular damping structure (TTDS) can reduce the vibration energy, it is difficult to arrive at satisfactory effects in practice. In order to further improve the structure damping effect, some scholars have proposed another type tubular structure which is called tubular transition layer damping structure (TTLDS, see in Fig. 1(a) ). It adds one more layer, which is called transition layer between base layer and damping layer of TTDS to form four-layer structure, and its material property lies in between metal material and rubber material. For the transition layer adding the distance between damping layer and base layer and levering the shear deformation of damping layer, the TTLDS can get a better damping effect than TTDS [9] . Some scholars have done research on four-layer damping structure: Jessica M. Yellin et al. [10] built a passive constrained four-layer beam model. They gave the kinematic equations and verified the results by related tests. Based on the FEM and ANSYS, Zhao-you Wei et al. [11] built a constrained damping beam with a slot strand-off layer and made modal analysis. Hui-rong Shi et al. [12] optimized the design of constrained damping beam with a transition layer under the help of FEM. They analyzed and compared the vibration characteristics with a continuous or discontinuous constrained layer respectively. A. W. V. Vuure et al. [13] applied strain energy method to predict damping effect of the multi-layer structure. Under knowing the loss factors of all layers, the multi-layer damping effect could be predicted by computing the distribution of stain energy with ANASYS. Sanjiv Kumar et al. [14] gave the kinematics equations of constrained damping structure with an active transition layer by adopting Hamilton principle and FEM. Cai-you Zhao et al. [15] applied the transition layer to damp the train tracks. They modeled the constrained damping structure with a slot transition layer and carried out related test. Through using simple proportional feedback control strategy, they gave out the numerical solution of complex eigenvalue for kinematics equations. Ravish S. Mastic et al. [16] analyzed the vibration characteristics of TTLDS which covered constrained layer partially through FEM. By using strain energy distribution map, they discussed the effect of location and size on vibration damping for constrained layer. After a review of relevant literatures, it can be seen that most of the present methods for research on transition layer are focused on plate structure, and a few of them on tubular structure with FEM.
To study the dynamic features of TTLDS, the first order ordinary differential equation is derived by considering the basic control equation of vibration and energy dissipation of viscoelastic damping layer and transition layer, as well as the interaction between these layers. Additionally, the damping characteristics are also analyzed through using the method of extend homogeneous capacity precision integration [17] 
The governing equation of TTLDS
For simplicity, the following assumptions are made like Refs. [18] [19] [20] : 1) The radial displacement is same for these four layers, and the radial strain is negligible. 2) There is no slip at the interfaces between layers; that is, perfect continuity.
3) The transverse shear deformation is neglected except in transition layer and damping layer. 4) The bending deformations of base layer and constrained layer are consistent with the Kirchhoff 's hypothesis.
5) The effect of rotary inertia of each layer is also neglected. 6) Only the radial vibration inertia is considered for transition layer and damping layer.
Shear deformation and shear force in transition layer and damping layer
Now, a micro unit of TTLDS is cut out for analyzing. The micro unit is shown in Fig. 2 , where represents axial direction; represents peripheral; represents radial direction; is peripheral dimensions (°); is axial dimensions, ; ℎ is the thickness of th layer. , , ( = 1, 2, 3, 4) denote the displacement amplitudes in , , -direction at the mid-plane of th layer, ; and ( = 1, 2, 3, 4) denote the rotations in and -direction, respectively (°); ( = 1, 2, 3, 4) is radius of th layer, ;
From the deformation coordination of Fig. 2 , the amplitudes of mid-plane displacement and rotation of the cross-section in and -direction in transition layer can be expressed as:
Fig. 2. Micro-unit of TTLDS
The amplitudes of mid-plane displacement and rotation of the cross-section in and
-direction in damping layer can be expressed by:
Applying Kirchhoff's hypothesis and the cylindrical shell theory to base layer and constrained layer, the following equation can be written as:
Adopting the first-order shear deformation model, the displacement of an arbitrary point in the thickness direction for transition layer and damping layer can be written by:
According to shear force balance in and -direction showed in Fig. 3 , the following equations can be obtained:
where is the shear modulus of transition layer well is damping layer; ( ) and ( ) are shear deformation amplitudes for transition layer in and -direction; ( ) and ( ) are shear deformation amplitude for damping layer in and -direction. Being simultaneous Eqs. (7), (8), (1) and (2), the mid-plane displacement and rotation of the cross-section for transition layer in and -direction can be expressed as:
where:
Being simultaneous Eqs. (7), (8), (3) and (4), the mid-plane displacement and rotation of the cross-section for damping layer in and -direction can be expressed as:
By substituting Eq. (6) into the strain-displacement relationship [21] , the shear strains in transition layer and damping layer [22] can be written by:
Inserting Eqs. (5), (9) and (10) into Eq. (13) and applying the Hooke's law, the amplitude of shear stress for transition layer in and -direction can be obtained as follows:
Inserting Eqs. (5), (11) and (12) into Eq. (14) and applying the Hooke's law, the amplitude of shear stress for damping layer in and -direction can obtained as follows:
The shear stresses must be considered in discussing the equilibrium equations of the base layer and constrained layer.
Matrix differential equation of first order of state vector for base layer and constrained layer
Under harmonic excitation, the equilibrium equations for base layer and constrained layer can be written as: 
where
and ( ) ( = 1,…,4) denote the amplitudes of the membrane internal force and the bending internal force in the unit length of the th layer, respectively; denotes mass density of th layer; ( ) , ( ) and ( ) are the amplitudes of surface forces on the base layer which include the external excitation and the interaction forces between base layer and transition layer; ( ) , ( ) and ( ) are the amplitudes of surface forces on constrained layer which include the external excitation and the interaction forces between damping layer and constrained layer; denotes the natural frequency or angular frequency of external excitation. According to Kelvin-Kirchhoff's equivalent, the amplitudes of in-plane shear force and transverse shear force can be expressed by:
Adopting Reissner model, the internal force-displacement relationship for base layer and constrained layer [21] can be written as:
Using Fourier expansions in the circumferential direction, the assumed distributions of the displacements and internal force in the th layer can be expressed as: ( = 1,…,4) , the first order differential state equation of the th layer can be yielded as: 
, ( = 1, … ,4).
The values of ( ) and ( ) ( = 1, 2,…, 8; = 1, 2,…, 8) can be seen in the Appendix.
Equilibrium equation in the radial direction for transition layer and damping layer
As previous assumptions, ignoring the tensile rigidity, flexural rigidity and in-plane inertia for transition layer and damping layer, their equilibrium equations in the radial direction (see Fig. 4 ) can be can be written as:
Combining Eqs. (20) and (21), the following equation can be obtained as follows:
where ( ) is the radial interaction between base layer and transition layer, ( ) is the radial interaction between transition layer and damping layer, ( ) is the radial interaction between damping layer and constrained layer. Fig. 5 ) can be written as:
Force action on base layer and constrained layer
where: Considering the interactions between layers and the external excitation mentioned above, the forces ( ) , ( ) , ( ) , ( ) , ( ) and ( ) can be obtained as follows:
In which, = (ℎ + ℎ + ℎ )/2, = (ℎ + ℎ + ℎ )/2.
( ) are amplitudes of external excitation on base layer and constrained layer along , ,
-directions, respectively. In case of free vibration, they are equal zero. It can be seen from Eqs. (25) and (26) that the effect of shear force eccentricity on the radial acting forces has been considered.
Integrated first-ordinary matrix differential equation of TTLDS
It is obvious that the differential Eq. (20) is the vector of non-dimension external excitation. The elements of are the follows:
Since > 1 and exists, the matrix differential Eq. (26) can be solved.
The semi-analytical solution to vibration and damping characteristics of TTLDS
Eq. (27) can be solved effectively by using homogeneous high precise integration method. When TTLDS is in free vibration, which means the external excitation in Eq. (27) being zero, the relationship of the state vectors between = 0 and = can be found:
where (0) and ( ) denote the integration state vectors at = 0 and = respectively, is the transfer matrix. Usually, there are six state variables undetermined and six boundary conditions given at = 0 and = . Substituting the boundary conditions given into Eq. (29), the equation that to be solved can be expressed by:
where (0) are the six undetermined state variables at = 0. Since six undetermined state variables can't be all zeros, the coefficient determinant is zero. The characteristic equation can be written by:
By solving Eq. (31), the th mode complex eigenvalue of the TTLDS can be achieved.
Model validation
To illustrate the correctness of the paper method, the TTLDS that simply supported at two ends is considered. The geometric and physical parameters are:
= Table 1 .
It can be seen from Table 1 that the error of natural frequency and loss factor between paper method and FEM is less than 3 %. The result comparison shows that semi-analytical method is reliable and can be used analyze the damping characteristics of TTLDS. 6. The parameters analysis for transition layer
The thickness parameter analysis
Taking a TTLDS which being clamped at both ends into account, its geometric and physical parameters are = 100 mm, = 143 mm, ℎ = 2 mm, ℎ = 0.5 mm, ℎ = 0.5 mm, = 212 GPa, = 70 GPa, = 0. From Fig. 6 , it can be seen that with the thickness increasing, the natural frequency of structure shows a gradual downward trend and the loss factor shows a gradual upward trend. So, on the premise of meeting structure size and weight, the structural damping effect can be improved by increasing the thickness of transition layer. The changing trends of natural frequency and loss factor for structure under different thickness of transition layer are shown in Fig. 6. 
The analysis of material properties
The shear modulus for four different materials are 8. From Fig. 7 , it can be seen that with hardness of material increasing for transition layer, the natural frequency of structure presents the first decreasing then increasing trend, and the loss factor of structure presents the first increasing then deceasing trend. The trends indicate that the structure damping effect can be changed by changing the material of transition layer. In general, the material property of transition layer is between the material of base layer and damping layer. When the elastic modulus ratio / is 1000, the best damping effect can be achieved. The trends of natural frequency and loss factor for structure are shown in Fig. 7. 
The analysis of transition layer's location
As described in the beginning of the paper, in order to increase structural damping effect, we added one more layer which called transition layer between base layer and damping layer of TTDS to form TTLDS (B-T-D-C). Now supposed that transition layer is located between damping layer and constraining layer of TTDS, which plays a similar constrained role like the constrained layer on increasing the shear deformation and shear stress of damping layer on consuming more vibration energy, and formed another TTLDS (B-D-T-C) (see Fig. 1(b) ), which effect is better?
Aimed at this problem, the paper takes two different materials as transition layer respectively and compares their effects. The shear modulus of two materials are = 8. Table 2 and Table 3 . From Table 2 and Table 3 , it can be seen that for the same material in different position, damping effect of B-T-D-C is better than that of B-D-T-C, which means the transition layer located between base layer and damping layer can increase shear deformation of the damping layer more than that of located between damping layer and constrained layer.
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Conclusions
The paper presents a type tubular transition layer damping structure which added a transition layer between base layer and damping layer of TTDS. Based on the basic equation of TTLDS, considering the influence of energy dissipation for transition layer and damping layer and the interaction between layers, the integration of first order differential equation of TTLDS is derived firstly under external excitation. To obtain the characteristics of frequency and loss factor for TTLDS, the homogeneous high precise integration method is applied to solve the differential equations. Finally, the paper discusses the effects of parameters for transition layer on the structural damping and achieves the following conclusions:
1) The thickness of transition layer can play a significant role on structural damping effect. On the premise of meeting the structure size and weight, the structural damping effect can be improved by increasing the thickness of transition layer.
2) The material of transition layer can make a great influence on damping effect of the structure. In practice, the damping effect can be improved by changing the material of transition layer. When the elastic modulus ratio of the two materials ⁄ is 1000, the damping effect will be the best.
3) The location of transition layer can play some role on damping effect. For the same material, the damping effect located in between base layer and damping layer is better than that of located in between damping layer and constrained layer.
